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Announcements

The Editors announce
The Hika Prizes
to be awarded Spring 1969
t

The Denham Sutcliffe Prize
for Criticism
25 Dollars
The Charles Monroe Coffin Prize
for Fiction
25 Dollars
The Edgar Collins Bogardus Prize
for Poetry
25 Dollars
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Story

Laura Southerland stared out of her kitchen window on a bright
summer day early in September. It was not a perfect summer day,
for there was a trace of autumn in the coolness of the breeze, nor was
it an ordinary day for the lady of the house, no, not quite, for today
were to be held the final matches of the tennis season at the local
beach club.
She had eaten a late lunch consisting of an egg-salad sandwich
on toast, a blueberry tart, and a cup of tea, and she hurried up the
stairs now to dress. The beach club was located at the end of the
street, only a few blocks down, in fact, but she hurried nonetheless
beqause it was nice to have to hurry once in a while, or pretend to
hurry, and because she did not want to be late for her only engage
ment on such a fine Saturday. This was the day of the end-of-season
matches, and she was going to watch her nephew, Paul, in competi
tion.
When she had finished dressing she stopped at the head of the
stairs by the mirror there, flanked by the potted palms that had
always been a part of her father's house. She had kept them, tended
and watered them, because Dr. Sutherland had always liked them.
Now, though her father was dead, it never occurred to her to get rid
°f them. There was plenty of room to see oneself in the full-length
mirror which hung between the two Chinese basins painted with
strange colorful birds.
Her attire for the afternoon was remarkable. She wore a long
linen summer frock, beltless and white in color, with white gloves
and a wide brimmed white hat with a pale blue sash. The hat covered
her auburn hair, and she looked all the world like a grown-up doll
from some forty years past, except that her brown eyes were incredi
bly alive, dark jewels set in a face whose skin had lost the firmness
youth. She gazed a final time in the glass, and, convinced that
she did not show every year of her life, descended the stairwell. On
her way out the grandfather clock struck three — she remembered
that she had to purchase several items at the grocer's, that she had
to call the hospital about her day next week, and that she had to call
Mrs. Haze about the bridge club's Tuesday night game, and all these
3

things assumed an urgency that for a moment confused her. While
locking the front door she planned the sequence in which she intended
to accomplish these tasks.
The early September sun made the sky bright, and the sun made
her wince as she walked down the steps of the front porch. In the
shade of the lawn trees she was cooled by the northwest breeze. On
the sidewalk she could see at the end of the street, south, an expanse
of blue that was the meeting of the bay and sky.
The Shoreham Beach Club is situated on the bay amongst a
growth of tall elms. The place is approached from the road by a cir
cular drive. The entire enterprise is fenced in and consists of a large
hotel-like structure, which houses a restaurant, a pavilion wherein
one may lunch informally , and then row after row of small rooms or
"lockers" numerically assigned to families with memberships. All
her life Laura had held the same key, number 50. Her parents had
owned it originally, and then when her father had died, there being
only one child unwed, Laura had inherited it.
But Laura did not walk to her locker, nor did she seek the grass
with its umbrellaed tables or the beach itself with its straight-backed
wooden chairs painted red, green, blue and yellow. No, she proceeded
through the pavilion erect and smiling, acknowledging the waves of
the many adults and children who knew her. The children returned
to their play, or their ice-cream, after waving. The adults, bored
with iced-coffee and with summer itself, smiled wearily and indulged
in dull and tired whispers.
She passed through a well-kept hedge and arrived at her destina
tion, a small grass yard from which she could see the court on which
her nephew would be playing. It was cool standing on the green
grass beneath the trees. The bay-breeze blew softly. Laura loved
the smell of the air, the grass, and the sea, and everything recalled
the summers she had spent here as a child. All her life she had been
sensitive to odors, and sometimes unidentifiable yet somehow over
whelmingly familiar smell would produce in her mind, for an instant,
a vision of a place she had been. She would reach out, trying to rec
ognize and to remember, but the vision would be gone.
But Paul, her nephew, was about to begin his match, and so she
sat down upon a green bench near the court.
Laura watched the game anxiously, for she knew it well. Paul
was a fine player though, and she relaxed in the presence of her older
brother s son. He won, 6-3, 6-2, which gave her great pleasure, and
4

she applauded quietly which was her way, along with the 25 or so
spectators also present.
The match over, he came, perspiring heavily, to stand by her. He
grinned boyishly and she took his hand in hers, shaking it in congratu
lations. He had come to her because she was the only member of the
family present at the semi-finals, and because it was his birthday, an
occasion his Aunt Laura, he knew, would not have forgotten.
Paul sat down beside her and she turned to him, who was today
seventeen, and smiled. She saw how the wet clothes adhered to his
body — she could see he was beautifully made. His white tennis
shorts revealed to her his well proportioned legs, and she felt for a
moment something catch hold of her. She placed a gloved hand just
above his knee and clutched his tanned leg firmly.
And Miss Southerland felt inside her breast then an insane flut
tering. A hunger born of the body, and such as she had not experi
enced in a long time, swelled up within her. He beamed at her, con
scious of the perfume which she always wore, and she breathed in the
smell of his adolescent body, wet from exertion, and both grew posi
tively dizzy . . .
But Paul was waiting, anxious to shower and go home, and so
she did what she had come for. She fumbled for an instant with her
bag, reached in and removed a long white envelope, closed the bag
with a click, and handed it to Paul. He opened it There was a card
inside and an appropriate check. He thanked her, awkardly, as
children do, and walked away, towel, racket, and envelope all in one
hand.
Laura Southerland rose and left the Shoreham. A gull cried from
afor, and the day was growing cooler. She wished for a sweater. It •
was the end of the season, she thought, perfect September weather.
As she passed through the gate and onto the pavement the cry of
gulls was no longer audible. She heard instead the laughter of children
at play.
She sighed quietly as she unlocked the front door of her house.
She looked worn and not at all like that refreshed figure who had
departed earlier in the afternoon, and as she brushed a wisp of hair
rom her eyes, there on the threshold, she said to herself, "I'm a
onely old woman," and she was crying, very softly. She entered the
allway where the pale light of late afternoon faded.
— Bill Watterson
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Gust

A shadow-shift
a sudden shift of force
on a summer day wind
That betrays the cumulus clouds
short
them
and the blue field around
— Andy Moffit

Light Reading
("Art Annex*")

t

Wallpaper above the door beam.
Shades of blue or shades of green
Things may be not what they seem
in Bob Harrison's house.
Cry a bit for me turn on some light
Steep somewhat look at that curve stairrail
Wallpaper seems just too neat
to paint on in Bob Harrison's house.
Here's my office, double doors white carved
Ornate doorjamb, do you think it
looks good enough for me, don't you think
I'm only a visitor moving in
to wreak my havoc on both floors
in an artistic way, flagrant mouse
To decorate the empty place
and cover over Harrison's house.
— Andy Mo#1
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Concerning A South Korean Turkey Farmer Named Lee Sam

Shrinking turkeys fight the facers:
Toms of final placers of a daze-phase;
Rust-corrupted bastions grumble,
Grumbling into water black and cruel: Gruel.
Faces scorched as late libellious
Actions once forgotten reappear, but cannot frown,
As slaughter makes the vermin-fire deadwood,
Look, Mr. Sam, your house is burning down; down to the ground!
— Andy Moffit

Play God With The Woman

We together own a world that's like a forest—
shade in the sun, in the sun shine:
funky apparitions as we walk through
stumbling in the mud of a creek bed;
branches gasp to shield you from the rain torrent,
nothing you can stop about my bolt of lightning
or the wet thin-grassy mud that's under you,
and dead leaves giving way embarrass your prat-fall
for quite a blustery, sensuous storm seen through
by couples clumsy as ourselves in bed.
— Andy Moffit
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Vision At Millwood

There was lilac in everything
and yew green. The land is partly
lost looking back on it, but never
the sense. It was as if
nature turned in on itself
to be natural, drew in its breath; flowers
bloomed inwardly and disappeared, leaves
fell forever. This, at least
is the vision.

Review the color. Red
looked on too long fades, or becomes
green later, when you're not looking;
blue makes orange. Prodding the senses,
making the mind reach, begins
the violent passage. The rest
is memory.

To advance by drawing in
is one way^ the same course,
a dim path in the woods: to appear
by compressing the whole vision
tightly under an eyelid,
to see. The brown tree lay
rotting into dirt; a white skull
embedded in green moss winked
and vanished. The last
is the vision of memory.
— Daniel Mark Epstein
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To An Old Woman

You have seen the leaves fall to the ground eighty
times, and the snow descend
eighty times, and the
earth reborn eighty times, and the heat stifle
eighty times, and the winds
ravage one thousand.
But if we were to converse you would tell me
about grandpa—how he
sat up all night long.
How he sat up all night listening to the
white radio that's gone
yellow. How he sat
that way from the time he got home until the
early morning hours when
you put him to bed.
And one night the chair broke from his having sat
on it and swayed in it
to the old music.
What else would you tell me? That's all, for you have
heard the winds a thousand
times and know deaf ears.
— Emanon
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Gems I

Diamond, she can never melt
Nor change, her form strands sharp,
Growing more diamond
And she is all-resistant diamond
With each attack. Diamond shines so bright sometimes,
Only itself can love its gleam.
And she is world-resistant diamond,
More needle than needle, stone than stone,
Sharper than light has limned,
As hard as the calcifate bone.
And she will grow to coal-black diamond
As a young girl turns to a crone;
She will laugh her life to the brim,
Fall asleep on her diamond throne.
— W. Bruce Robinson
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Palm Sunday, 1968
On Palm Sunday, the flag still dragged at half-mast.
It was not yet the day on which all wars will end,
But it was sunny and warm as the black stream,
Catching upon a sunken root, was flung backward on itself
By one white wave. And the white water rode the black forever.
It was like that. The man whose death caused four dozen more
Was not himself. The print on the paper I could not see as itself.
On this day of fantastic simile
I thought to write what I never say.
Of course I couldn't, couldn't think to say in writing
What I never think to say. Something I withheld
From my brain I felt, but feeling failed me.
As if the palms strewn after him were too green
To burn.

— W. Bruce Robinson

Reflection After Day of Peace
On the day after Palm Sunday
My friends and I played softball
Or walked between classes, musing on the fall
Of Pittsburgh variously burning.
It burned coldly on channel six,
It smoked so dense my eyes blurred on the Dispatch
And the telephone knew only
How the city was cordoned.
In calmer capitals of the world
The presses whirled in dismay
At this recurring display of America.
America's primordial nature, her savagery
Stripped sheer of its civilized veneer.
The writers hurried to their pens,
The weeklies stopped the press.
With the loss of one hero we had made
We found hordes of others stancing
Heroically, assuming the mantle.
The man in death like the man alive
Was subjugate to the hero. The hero,
like the man, finally makes us frantic,
Leashed by the crowd his death unleashed.

— W. Bruce Robinson
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Two Variations of Musicians'. The Deranged and the Mad
I
Cacophonous musician,
stop mumbling and tuning—
stop mumbling and turning—
Your instrument is accordant
in orchestral modality
arranged in harmony—
These touches of pluck resound . . .
wave waking wave in immutable refrain—
Or surf is rhythm strumming
terraqueous modality of shore—
Listen: euphonious sibilance of hiss . . .
Hushed: your hollow deaf instrument
silence strokes in tune
II
My madness murders friends;
Neronian desire discords platonic overture;
Socrates' soul smoulders in a mute,
And poetry chokes in a passionate smoke.
The consequence an eloquence of hate
Ironically the rhetoric of love.
But no one can hear this madman's sanity
Play over the incendiary roar.

— Bill Cooper

Abandon
Lying on a green hill,
My mind wanders —
as it often does . . .
And I find myself with a sieve
Running after tigers.
I slip on the soft green grass
And the tiger bounces on
my wandering mind.
I lick the blades of grass tenderly
Then turn laughingly to face the captor.
I throw my black ring at the sun
and set out to find my life.

— S. C. Falconer
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Two Poems by Paul Dippolito
Knowledge Loves Man
If you were information, would you want
someone you passed
through on the way to doing
wonders for mankind
to think that she created you?

Man Loves Knowledge
someone you passed
wonders for mankind
If you were information, would you want
to think that he created you?
through on the way to doing

I don't know,
but I can tell you
how
long it would take
someone who spent as much time
thinking about it
as I've spent thinking
about how
long it would take him
to think of the answer
to think
of the answer.
How long is that?
He could reel it right off.
15

Liberty Has Been Hunted Round The Globe. Asia And Africa Have
Long Since Expelled Her And Europe Regards Her As A Stranger. 0
Receive The Fugitive And Prepare In Time An Asylum For All
Mankind!

prologue

[Persona-antipersona] "oh you know, who you, oh I suppose the
audience well, well, so there's an audience, it's a public show, you
buy your seat and you wait, perhaps it's free, a free show, you take
your seat and you wait for it to begin, or perhaps it's compulsory, a
compulsory show, you wait for the compulsory show to begin, it takes
time . . . [directed imperative:! you didn't notice, in the anguish
of waiting, never noticed you were waiting alone, tantistrophe for
two comma intervals! That's the show, waiting alone, in the restless
air, for it to begin, for something to begin, for there to be something
else but you . . . And now for the it
The fact is they no longer know where they've got to in their affair,
where they've got me to, I never knew, I'm where I always was,
wherever that is, and their affair, tantistrophe for 4 comma inter
vals! I don't know what is meant by that, some process no doubt,
that I've got stuck in, or haven't yet come to, I've got nowhere, in
their affair, that's what galls them, they want me there somewhere,
anywhere, if only they'd stop committing reason, on them, on me,
on the purpose to be achieved, and simply go on, with no illusion
about having begun one day or ever being able to conclude, but it's
too difficult, for one bereft of purpose, not to look forward to his end,
and bereft of all reason to exist, back to a time he did not. Difficult
too not to forget, in your thirst for something to do, in order to be
done with it, and have that much less to do, that there is nothing to
be done, nothing special to be done, nothing doable to be done."
Samuel Beckett, The Unnamable
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1

Some talk change
Others cause it
Elect: God's Work

Mouthing across the face of the waters
In pursuit of happiness, the meat-mouthed
Jeering hog-butcher of the world
Hips with the jagged edges of thirty years' simplicity
At the complex flesh. Every question has five sides
In the open-ended shambles of civilization.
"Because we have made a non-agression pact with Death,
And concluded negotations with Sheol.
When the overwhelming scourage passes through
It will not come to us.
For we have made lies our refuge,
And in falsehood we have taken shelter." Thus
Conscience does make conversation for us all.
"Have you formulated a more constructive alternative yet?"
The bayonet asked the embryo.
Not here,
Nowhere.

2

It became necessary to destroy the town to save it.
The Protestant Ethic Alma Mater

Genocide the Mekong waters,
Defoliate the fields;
Shoot the sons and bomb the daughters
Justice never yields.
We ve been fighting hard for freedom
All these twenty years;
If we can't beat 'em we'll delete 'em,
Napalm will dry their tears.
17

Drawing on reserves of patience
And accounts of V.C. dead,
We will make preserves of Asians
And market a lower-priced spread.
3
What being with only one voice has sometimes two feet, sometimes
three, sometimes four, and is weakest when it has the most?
Ecce Homo
And he came to Gallup to be polled,
The Christian consumer in his solid state.
Plug in the omphallic extension and unfold the current issue,
Cogego Cogeater Ericksom, whirring oedible offspring
Nibbling at the props of the antideluvian architects
Drowned in the crossroads of the unweaned elevator shaft.
Sated, sit down
Strapped, and get the juice,
The consensusation of the lube-job lobotomy
To sweeten the T.V. dinner and annihilate Bedlam
With the harvest of the season of salt,
The self-preserved Savour.
Ask not what your country can do for you. Ask what
you can do for your country.
Right is that which serves the State. Mine not to
do justice, but to destroy and exterminate.

18

4

Body Politic

Born articulating a verbal womb,
Groomed to fit a suit of words from 9 to 5,
These lambs spin off the well-staffed wheel
Shorn of meaning; so spun, so stuffed with life,
Shrunk, pre-shrouded.
Some of the time, when the corpse of human events
Becomes a permanent-press antimacassar
For the seat of government
Setting at desks, tables,
Hocking chairs and bloodstained Lincoln Continentals,
Laid in state,
Chickens come to roost.

19

Notes
The title is taken from Thomas Paine. Since 1776 the word
asylum has changed its meaning. As Socrates observed, necessity is
the mother of invention.
1
Shambles means an assortment of benches or stalls for selling
meat; also a slaughterhouse. The quote in the second stanza is from
Isaiah 28:15-20. The chosen people voice their expectation of the
return of the "overwhelming scourage" that struck Egypt and passed
over them. If they can't get a passover this time, since it will "pass
through" them as it passed through Egypt, at least they can express
their hope for a bypass of some sort. They aren't perfect, but who is?
The greek word, utopia, means nowhere.
2
The quote is from an anonymous American major during
the Tet offensive.
3

Desastres de la Guerra

Jack Rubicon
Cast the dies crosseyed at the sun,
In the parking lots of Asia,
Celebrating the occasion
At Peter's Mobil service station.
Singe a song of burning flesh
To welcome in an honored guest
With a reguspatoff Dow caress
Lest we forget lest
Of these ye do unto me
In accordance with the Christian tradition of attaching codicils to
the will of God, in reference to the text of the mandate accorded
President McKinley, who after assiduous application to Kipling and
the holy scriptures received this grace on his knees and to his heirs
20

in perpetuity, that these dead may not have died in vain. Attested
to by Sen Mendel ("Turn North Vietnam into a parking lot") Rivers
(D., S.C.), registered U.S. patent office, deeply incised on the hearts
and minds of every one of the survivors of the U-boat terror. Remem
ber Elbert Hubbard, anytime, anywhere, anyplace.
What happens when the vehicular imaginations of a nation s ghosts
cannot be exorcised in the interests of the free world? The compulsive
articulations of a Hubert (Gentleman, I salute you on the cruifixion
of Hubert Humphrey are an example of this.
The inscription ("What being . . .") is the Sphinx's riddle. Pilate
repeated Oedipus' answer. Cogito ergo sum, man is a reasoning ani
mal. The problem is, is a kill ratio an adequate description of the
relation between founding fathers and a military-industrial complex
"nibbling at the props of the antideuvian architects ? Is a body
count enough, or would it require a calculus of the carcass to describe
the rate of change of the principle exponents of a democratic formula
to fuse the scattered elements of South Vietnamese life into a co
herent coefficient that could conceivably function as a vital factor in
multiplying the reduction of the increase of communist penetration
over the last few months. The announced objective is to preserve a
viable society. Ye are the salt of the earth.
Bedlam derives from Bethlehem. A mental institution is established
like the church, with a redemptive purpose. Society collects its debts.
Item, Christ, busted for possession of compassion and given over
with Paul and Frankie Lee to the disposition of the Chicago City
sanitation workers in the balconies, the New York police in the
corridors, and the tanks in the streets. The electric chair redeems
—it is the equivalent of the crucifix. If Oedipus had run a needle
through his eyes into his frontal lobe, he would have performed a
lobotomy. "T'have seen what I have seen, see what I see, said
Ophelia when she saw the tragic overthrow of
"The expectancy and rose of the fair state,
The glass of fashion and the mold of form,
The observed of all observers, quite, quite down.
Although Descartes did not see any relation between his coordinate
system and the crucifix, neither did the bombardier of the B-29 which
21

passed unseen over Hiroshima. And there were no prayers in the
white shadows on the charred walls.
I'm from Missouri; show me, Veronica.
Nada. Ello dira.
4 Quotations from John Kennedy, Herman Goering, and Malcolm X.
An antimacassar is a lace doily to protect the back or arms of a chair
from contact with the body; It gives protection from sweat, body oil,
and an early Victorian brand of hair tonic, Macassar oil.
A veronica was the representation of the image of Christ's face im
pressed on the handkerchief Veronica gave him to wipe his face as
he passed on his way to the crucifixion. "The veronica of Rome, or
Spain, or Jersulem, which Christ in his agony and bloody sweat ap
plied to his face," (Gibbon, Decline and Fall)

22

Rain Day Sunday

A few days that can
grip
At my being—
Pinching in funny places
an ill-fitted set of clothes—
I may not want them.
You spoke and I spoke,
You listened and I listened
(Later I would like to move
the hill I stand on.)
You buried me and I buried you
waiting and waiting
staying and staying
bony dialogues weaving through you
and bony dialogues weaving throngh me.
Clean Bedclothes
I will not sleep in
new closeness
uncertain april
(Ice may form on bare feet)
111 made plants
too close too soon
You whispered and I whispered
great care in the early morning.

23
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American Fiction: The Last Forty Years

Ever since I enrolled four years ago in a graduate course in
modern American fiction, only to leam to my disappointment that
we were not to get beyond 1930, I have been devoting a great deal
of time and energy to finding out about recent American fiction. I
have now come to some tentative conclusions about the most import
ant novels of the last forty years, and even though space will not
permit a full explanation of my choices, I would like to present a
summary of my findings.
The depression of the thirties brought about a split between a
large reading audience and our major writers, and from this point
on most of our best writers ceased to dramatize middle-class fears and
ambitions, moving into more private realms of poetic symbolism and
demonic humor. Looking back on the thirties, I now chiefly value
those fictions that best tap the resources of the language and achieve
what Kenneth Burke has called eloquence. Thus the long, over
written (in the case of Wolfe) or under-written (in the case of Farrel) novels, featuring Faustian self-glorification or Marxian social con
cern, yield in favor of shorter, poetic, more fictionally self-conscious
works. Look Homeward Angel, U£.A., Studs Lonigan, The Old
Bunch, The Grapes of Wrath, and For Whom the Bell Tolls give way
to Nathanael West's Miss Lonely hearts and The Day of the Locust,
Djuna Barnes' Nightwood, Kenneth Burke's Towards a Better Life,
Henry Miller's Tropic of Cancer, Allen Tate's The Fathers, Henry
Roth's great novel, Call It Sleep, and above all Faulkner's major
novels, As I Lay Dying, The Sound and the Fury, and Absalom,
Absalom. Faulkner, of course, is the most important American novel
ist of the twentieth century, but of the work of the thirties, the novels
of West and Roth are also of major importance.
The next decade was a period of transition in American fiction.
The war and the apparent exhaustian of the naturalistic tradition in
fiction combined to make the forties a period of intense confusion for
our novelists. No major works were written, but the best novels still
Possess a unique interest. Carson McCullers' haunting book, The
Heart is a Lonely Hunter (written when she was only 21), remains
my favorite of the decade; other important novels were Norman Mail
er's The Naked and the Dead, Lionel Trilling's The Middle of the
25

Journey, Paul Bowies' The Sheltering Sky, Robert Penn Warren's
All The King's Men, Faulkner's The Hamlet, and John Hawkes' The
Cannibal. All these works, though impressive either in individual sequ
ences or in the ambition of their overall design, fail to achieve the
status of major fiction.
It was during the fifties that two new literary generations first
made themselves felt. The most important American writer to emerge
since World War II really isn't an American at all: Vladimir Nabokov,
who was born in St. Petersburg in 1899, didn't come to the United
states until 1941. Since that time he has written in English two of
the great works of the post-war period—Lolita and Pale Fire. He has
been the preeminent aesthetic influence on many of our best writers
born after 1920. However, it was the writers born between 1910 and
1920 that first came into prominence in the fifties. The best novelist
of this group has been Ralph Ellison, whose Invisible Man is the only
major novel produced by his generation. Ellison's use of a comicpicaresque perspective, his blend of realism and surrealism, folk lore
and myth, and his subtle handling of existential themes, have had a
major influence on other writers. There are other important writers
of this generation. Saul Bellow, whose work is distinguished by his
intelligence and innovation, but marred by maudlin prose and lack
of imaginative force, wrote two important novels, Henderson the Rain
King and Herzog. Bernard Malamud, who is, at his best, a master
story teller with a wry sense of the absurd hidden in the commonplace
and a perfect ear for Jewish dialogue, wrote his best work, two early
novels (The Natural and The Assistant), and a few excellent short
stories. Wright Morris, the author of fifteen novels and several other
books, reached the peak of his development with Ceremony in Lone
Tree and One Day. The best works of the lesser writers of this gener
ation are Willim Burroughs' Naked Lunch, John Cheever's The Wapshot Chronicle, Peter DeVries' The Vale of Laughter, William Eastlake's Go In Beauty, Walker Percy's The Moviegoer, and Richard
Wright's Native Son.
It is the next generation of American novelists (those born be
tween 1920 and 1930) that chiefly interests me. This generation has
produced to date more distinguished writers than any other in Ameri
can literary history. It developed the comedy of black humor into a
major literary form: John Barth, Stanley Elkin, Bruce Jay Friedman,
J. P. Donleavy, Joseph Heller, James Purdy, Kirt Vonnegut, and
Alfred Grossman are the most important creators of this form. John
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Barth is the youngest and the best writer of this group. Developing
faster than his contemporaries, Barth wrote The End of the Road, a
novel that appears as The Sun Also Rises of our age, when he was
twenty-four, and The Sot-Weed Factor, a work of astonishing erudi
tion and sophistication, when he was thirty; since then his work has
been less impressive, Giles Goat-Boy being one of the major failures of
the past twenty years. Thomas Berger, a lamentably neglected writer,
is the next best writer of the group. His Reinhart novels, Crazy in
Berlin and Reinhart In Love, are splendid comic creations; his West
ern, Little Big Man, is the best work of that reviving genre—culminat
ing in a horrendous depiction of Custer's Last Stand, the novel is a
mock-heroic epic of the West. Melville and Proust are Berger's mas
ters, but his work also reveals the influence of Dickens, Kafka, Nabo
kov, and Ellison. Berger's works are distinguished by their subtle
treatment of the American mind, especially in confrontation with
istoric outsiders: Negroes, Jews, and Indians; he is a master of char
acter and the absurdities of the spoken word. His work achieve their
author s intention "aesthetic bliss." J. P. Donleavy's bawdy revival
of the rogue tradition, The Ginger Man, and Joseph Heller's one-footm-the-grave masterpiece of the absurd, Catch-22, round out the high
est achievements of the black humorists.
Three important writers outside the black humor tradition, John
Howard Griffin, Flannery O'Connor, and Edward Louis Wallant, share,
m t eir fictions, profoundly personal religious concerns. Griffin, who
wrote The Devil Rides Outside and Nuni during a ten-year period of
nndness, is best known as the author of Black Like Me; but The
, Rides Outside, long neglected and out of print, is his major
or. revealing a first-rate theological mind, an acute understanding
G'H ? ^^niques of the best continental fiction (especially Mann and
me), and a probing recognition of evil that relates Griffin to our
1 neteenth-century masters. (For the past fifteen years Griffin has
en working on three novels, an autobiography, and a history of a
exican tribe. The publication of these works should mark a general
recognition of his talents.) Both O'Connor and Wallant died before
e»r talents reached fruition, but O'Connor's Wise Blood and Walant s The Pawnbroker are two of the finest minor novels of our time.
Perhaps the most important fictional development of the post
al" period is revealed in the works of three gifted writers: John
so K' GS'
Gass, and Gil Orlovitz. Representing a new
P stication in American fiction, these writers have brought first27

rate poetic talents, philosophical background, and avant garde ex
perimentation to American fiction. Hawkes is the most important
writer of the trio. Through seven fictions, his work has charted a
continual development toward poetic richness and the liberation of
psychic material. Parts of The Cannibal first revealed Hawkes' power,
and The Beetle Leg marked a gain in aesthetic control; The Lime
Twig, and even more so Second Skin, are the culmination of his art
Hawkes, along with Barth, has elevated American fiction to the ranks
of Gunter Grass, Allan Robbe-Grillet, Malcolm Lowry, Julie Cortazar,
and Michael Buter on the international scene.
The achievement of William H. Gass, a Kenyon graduate, is also
impressive, and there is good reason to believe it will become even
greater. Gass brings a training in philosophy (Cornell Ph.D.) and a
remarkable poetic ability to the writing of fiction. His first novel,
Omensetter's Luck, is a major work, and two novellas, The Pedersen
Kid and Willie Master's Lonesome Wife, are characterized by their
experimentation with poetic prose. Gass is now working on two major
novels, whose publication should fully establish his reputation.
The third important experimental writer, Gil Orlovitz, already
has an underground reputation as a poet (eight volumes published).
His first novel, Milkbottle H, contained among its more than 500
pages about 200 pages of some of the best experimental writing to ap
pear in America. Orlovitz (if he can ever overcome his massive selfindulgence) appears to be a writer with the poetic talents to move
fiction beyond Joyce.
The writers born since 1930 are just now coming into their own.
Most of their works reveal progressive development, and they should
dominate the seventies. The best writer of this group is Robert Stone.
His first novel, A Hall of Mirrors, is written in the tradition of Dreiser
and Dos Passes, but Stone brings to his bottom-dogs material the
force of Dostoevsky and West, a remarkable stylistic ability and
sense of character. A Hall of Mirrors falters in the development of
one of its three main characters, and tends to lose control in a long
apocalyptic riot scene toward the end, but it is nevertheless an im
pressive work. Stone may well be the most exciting talent of his
generation.
Other important writers now in their thirties are John Updike,
Robert Coover, Thomas Pynchon, Ken Kesey, William Melvin Kelly*
Ivan Gold, Philip Roth, Jerome Charyn, and Donald Barthelme. Up
dike's best work is The Centaur, a work that finally fades into a myth28

ological fog, but whose opening chapter indicates that Updike is cap
able of excellent imaginative writing. Essentially a surrealistic fabul
ist, Updike has been crippling his work with an excess of realistic
notations. He is, of course, also a distinguished short-story writer.
Robert Coover's novels, The Origin of the Brunists and The Uni
versal Baseball Association, Inc., J. Henry Waugh, Prop., show a
concern with religious and mythic survivals in the modern world.
Coover s first novel, a winner of the Faulkner award, traces the con
version of a small Pennsylvania mining town to a religius cult await
ing the millennium; his second novel develops a mythology of base
ball, creating, among other things, a multileveled allegory of the
modern world. Thomas Pynchon, also an allegorist, parodies man's
search for an answer to existence, bringing scientific knowledge and
a rare comic sense to his fictions. He has shown himself in places a
superb stylist, but he seems deliberately to flaw his work with flat
jokes, banal poems, and pedestrian prose; however, both of his novels,
• and The Crying of Lot 49, have brilliant moments. Ken Kesey has
now renounced fiction in favor of drugs, but his two early novels, One
blew Over the Cuckoo's Nest and Sometimes a Great Notion, reveal
tnat LSD's gain is literature's loss. Kesey's first novel has been
praised as the best of the pop Westerns, while his second, far more
ambitious novel is chiefly distinguished by an impressive manipulaion of point of view. William Melvin Kelly, a former student of
Hawkes, revealed in A Different Drummer the force of imagination
at could make him the chief young black novelist, although succes
sive novels do not exhibit a Active maturation. Philip Roth, Jerome
aryn, and Ivan Gold, the best of the young Jewish writers, have
moved from an exploitation of private ethnic concerns to a broader
consideration of the dilemmas of the modern world. Roth's forth
coming novel, Portnoy's Complaint, if one can judge from pre-publicai°n excerpts, should be a major work. A final writer of note, Donald
ar elme, is the most interesting experimental writer of the new
neration, he has not yet achieved full control over his various techiques of parody, but his short novel, Snow White, and several of his
ort stories, suggest that he could develop a personal voice and fic
tion of great distinction.
— William Heath
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Quebec Spring
For Peter
"We can't return
we can only look
behind from where we came,
and go 'round and 'round
in the circle game."
— Joni Mitchell

I.

You & Me (Introduction)
when the St. Lawrence turns blue
les pieds nus pendaint dans le fleuve.
it was February when the wind cut my face
down Mountain Ave.,
the cold turned my hands to
those of an old man,
so that she & i had to run
for the blue Metro signs
to find pity and warmth in the crowds.

there was a magician on every street
he brought cold morning to Sherbrooke
& he gently brought snow to the scotch night on MacGregor
and he sent no moonlight
and i saw no dawn on Park
where i did not know how
to go or come,
magicians, my friend, are for those
who need their magic,
that was when i met your sullen eyes
i, the virgin stranger
staring from his color photo,
the one she still carries
in her purse,
i, the misplaced Jewish boy
in cowboy boots with leather soles,
who tried to act like he was born
in Canada
& smoked American cigarettes.
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and who is left to be
a stranger
in anyone's dreams,
who is left without a need
or the need the dreamer gives him?
i give you all i ever had
you give me all i ever wanted
now
that it is spring
in Quebec.
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II

Love (Part One)
next
left
Toronto is a circle
books should be written in green ink
"go or come"
i never loved a woman
i never loved a man

for

left
i never left or loved
now
for
next
i never, was,
i never.

t
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III. The Girl
the girl we now both love
the girl
who's laughter is deep inside me
the girl
who left tears in the cloth covering
my shoulder last spring
i could never write about her
the girl
& i, the poet (dream maker),
sameness never occured to me then
the sameness of beauty
"she's beautiful, isn't she
you know she's beautiful."
i seem to want to say
& now in this 3 o'clock in this April morning
i want so much to write about
completed thought
& how the cycle of we all
churns in this river,
there are certain wavelengths
that are real
certain memories
that are binding
certain past
that is always part of the present
left alone or woven in
part of the part
that leaves me impotent tonight.
& i want to sing about it
as if words & melody
were magic wepons
song:
this girl we love now
she is her own special person
with a mountain in her name
somewhere near Jerusalem,
she can kill an Arab
or scratch out the eyes of a Negro
& she can give you
all the love in her heart.
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but follow the roadmap
in the edge of her eye
Toronto to Omaha
Detroit to New York,
somehow the song gets lost
to Toronto
gets lost
points on a circle
lost my directions
to Montreal
is somewhere north of here
east of here
& i'm left with a past,
it all seems to fuse into
now
all the sides of the circle
contracting
and with it all
she is burning
the girl/ i want / beautiful.
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IV. You & Me
or anywhere on the continent,
even St. Agatha is green tonight
& i'm coming down from this dream trip
that left me in a cornfield
in central Ohio
barefoot
les pieds nus
aching from the frigid morning
dewdrops
feeling like those of an old man
standing beneath the shadow of Orion
as you lie sleeping beneath the lights of the cross
& the sound of your parent's midnight breathing
on Mount Royal,
echo through the hallways of your house
like prayers
like prayers for you & me
& the angel outside your window
is the same angel
i sleep with tonight.
she told me as far back as January
that you play the flute,
i sometimes play harmonica,
je joue d'une harmonica parfois.
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V. You & Her & Me
dawn
this is the most perfect morning
i wish you all could be here to see it
only the longest rays of the sun
touch the earth this morning
like the subtle hotness of an old friend,
i sit cross legged on this rock ledge
above a small white waterfall,
it gives an eternal sound
it sings creation's song
holding each note a thousand years,
& this morning
i imagine i can hear each one.
this is the most perfect morning
everything is born this morning
the leaves first streach
their veins from the branches
& this is the first morning
the trees will shelter flowers
on the forest floor
with that first color green
that can be seen today
& perhaps for a time just tomorrow,
i hold that color to my naked body
& claim it as my gift to you both,
it is the color she first made
when lifted from her mother's womb,
sameness for each child,
the sound that lasts for a moment
and then takes its place,
i imagine she saw that color again last night
the same night the leaves first came out
when you gave her the hot birth
from within your body,
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and the tear that fell
from her eye to your shoulder
touches my breast
and the kiss she places
upon your mouth
was the touch of my mouth
& the touch of your hand
all along her brown hair & white body
was your mind touching her heart
& mine.
unit
of time
you are into love this morning
two people
a circle 'round the sun,
you are both within this morning
the morning starts at midnight
its climax is the dawn
that you feel in your thighs
in the circle of your arms
the lights within your eyes,
is dawn.
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VI. Love (Part Two)
stranger's

Week

hand
she is the
i never met your eyes
"thank you"
day
the stranger's palm to kiss
the girl
sleeping
knowing that you loved her
in a long moment
that long
moment
you made dawn
dawn made you
we are a strange circle.
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VII. You & Me (Conclusion)
Spring flows up the St. Lawrence
& up through the roots of each forest
& in on the winds of each city
along the way,
it kisses the stranger
who walks by its shores
dissolves his boots
& pushes its colored grass
up through his toes.
Spring comes each year to Quebec
like the dawn that comes once,
it flows from the breath
in the ice of winter
& is all the more beautiful
from the frustration we knew.
the circle
of birth
of the unit
decides
that the same April wind
that rise from the river through your fingers
shall cut your face on Mountain Ave.
next February.
i am here
& the fourth character
is here to take her place,
to wake me a dawn
and point to the sun.
but, my friend, there is no place
no home
no time
no always
& i do love you,
above what you or i might think
i have the best of reasons,
you have brought this Spring
to her Quebec.
— Paul Kahn
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A Little Boy's Game

The little boy peered through the window in the schoolroom
and noticed that it was noon and that the sun was very bright Later
on, when the tinny echo of the bell pierced the stillness in the corri
dors and classrooms, he knew that it was time to go home. He liked
this time of day more than any other, because now he could put his
books away, and get out of his desk, and even talk if he wanted to.
After he heard the click of the little latch on his school bag, he
left the room and walked to the end of the hallway where the
exit yawned like the mouth of a cave. Every day he left through
this exit, and every day on the steps outside, the sting of the cold air
pinched his warm, flushed cheeks. He liked the old, worn schoolyard
and the tired, little bushes and the crumbling red bricks that oozed
mud whenever it rained. As soon as he was outside, he put the book
bag down and began to button his coat. Sometimes he just fastened
the top button at Ms neck and didn't put his arms in the sleeves.
That's when he wore the coat like a cape and swung the schoolbag as
though it were a shield. But today he fastened all the buttons and
put his arms into the sleeves because it was so cold. He hesitated on
the next to the last one because it was loose. The thread had pulled
so far away from the material of the coat that the little boy could
put two fingers in the space between.
Once he had finished with the buttons and had tucked his ears
inside the flaps on his hat, he thrust his hands into his pockets in
order to pull out his gloves. He pushed his fists down as far as he
could, but nowhere in the secret, dark world of his pockets could he
find the gloves. For a moment he stood there in the cold, bewildered.
Then, he remembered that his father had driven him to school that
morning and that he had been so rushed when he left the house, he
had forgotten his gloves. For a full moment he stood on the last step
with his hands still thrust deeply in his pockets, and wondered how
he could carry the schoolbag and still keep his hands inside the snug
warmth of the pockets. He could think of no possible solution, so
he just took his right hand out, picked up the schoolbag by the brown
plastic handle and began walking.
He walked out of the schoolyard and past the tiny, brown leaves
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on the flower bushes that were wrinkled and brittle in the cold. He
didn't even notice the little puffs of breath that froze in the air. Be
fore, he had always been fascinated by these little frozen puffs and,
although he had never asked anyone, he though that it was really
smoke from his own body. He would eat the hot things his mother
made for him that steamed on the plate, and the smoke would stay
inside his body until he went outside, when it would leave and fight
with the cold. On the first cold day in autumn, when he could see the
smoke for the first time, he would stay outside all day and try to
breathe all the smoke from his body, because it frightened him to.
have anything like that inside of him. However, the first cold day
had been so long ago that he couldn't even remember it, and since
the smoke came everyday, he decided he couldn t get rid of it and
simply ignored it.
While he walked, he passed all the buildings that he saw every
day and that he longed to enter. The first really special place was
the shoeshine shop with the dirty windows. He liked this place be
cause the fat, old man who owned it always had a cardboard box
with kittens in it He liked all the kittens, but especially the ones
that were two colors. Long ago he had decided that it was much
better to look at kittens instead of to touch them. Kittens weren t
like toys. He could pick up toys and throw them, and even step on
them; but when he touched kittens, they were warm and they squirm
ed around and sometimes licked his fingers. However, he was always
tempted to touch them, anyway, because the fur was so soft and felt
so smooth on his fingers.
By this time he had come to the first street he had to cross.
His right hand was so cold that he couldn't even feel it. The little
boy still had a long way to go and he knew that one hand would never
last for the entire distance. He decided to switch hands before the
crossing light changed to green, and to remain with his left hand
exposed for the length of the next block. When the light changed, he
put his right hand into his pocket and took his left hand out. He
hurried across the asphalt, because he wasn't really crossing one
street, but three. It was an intersection of three lanes where the
buses came one way; the trucks, the other way; and the automobiles,
in the space between. His left hand was so warm from being inside
bis pocket that, at first, the cold didn't affect it. However, his right
band was so cold that he didn't think he would ever feel it again. He
thrust it down into the pocket as far as it would go and noticed that
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the material within the pocket was thin and coarse, not soft and
padded, like the yellow fur and gren corduroy on the outside of the
coat. Inside "his pocket, he maneuvered his fingers as he walked, at
tempting to make them warm. He bent his right hand thumb over
in the palm and wrapped the four long fingers around it. After a few
moments he could feel the hand again and the fingers had become
damp and soft and warm.
The little boy hurried more quickly now because his left hand
had begun to pain him and he didn't think it would last as long as
the right hand had. That would be a disaster, since he had placed the
hands in a competition and he didn't want the right hand to win. His
left hand hurt so badly now that he almost cried, but he forced the
numb fingers to clasp the schoolbag handle. He couldn't put it into
his pocket until he reached the end of the block, because the right
hand had lasted that long before, and it was against the rules to put
his hand into the pocket before he had walked for a long enough
distance. At last he reached the end of the block where the "Stop"
sign and the warehouse stood side by side. He liked the warehouse
best of all because there were always so many oddly shaped boxes
on the loading dock and because there was always a large truck
parked outside. He wanted to go inside the warehouse more than
inside any other building, but he was frightened because it was so dark
and awesome. Sometimes, he didn't think it was a warehouse. Some
times, it was a fortress, and he was a scout surveying the territory
around it His right hand was out again now and he hurried even
she did not show every year of her life, descended the stairwell On
faster. He tried not to walk on any of the cracks in the pavement,
because once someone had told him that they were the roads where
the ants traveled, and he didn't want any ants to lose their way and
run up on his shoes instead of the cracks.
The cold was so intense now that he whimpered and did cry a
little. For the little boy, the cold wasn't any simple factor of climate.
The cold was a living thing, much like a ghost or a monster at Hal
loween. He knew that the cold was a shadowy thing that hid in the
sheets of ice glistening in the street. It always came up behind and
pushed him onward. His hands were so cold now and he was walking
so quickly that he forgot about the game, and left both hands out of
the pockets, and shifted the book bag back and forth at will. The
wind screeched through the trees so loudly that the little boy knew
that the cold was up there. He could feel it all around him, and he
thought that if fie didn't get home in time, he would really see the
cold and it would chase him and come all around him like a sheet.
— Mike Mallow
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